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Abstract 

 
This paper presents a detailed description of the simulation (christened version 1.1) presented at 
the Royal Agricultural College meeting (M5) of the IMAGES Project in December 1998. It also 
proposes developments of this simulation to produce version 1.2, taking into account the data 
treatment protocols suggested in Deffuant and Skerratt (1999a, 1999b). 
 
1. Introduction 
 
This paper presents a detailed description of the simulation (christened version 1.1) presented at 
the Royal Agricultural College meeting (M5) of the IMAGES Project in December 1998. The 
purpose of this description is to focus criticism contructively and to highlight the behavioural 
assumptions implicit in the model. The simulation discussed here is a development of version 1. 
This simulation was presented at the IMAGES Saint-Sauves D’Auvergne meeting (M2) and is 
described in Chattoe and Gilbert (1998a). It is considerably simpler than the specification of the 
proposed version 2 (Chattoe and Gilbert 1998b) for which development was postponed. The 
present paper concludes by identifying developments to the simulation for a proposed version 
1.2, taking into account the data treatment protocols suggested in Deffuant and Skerratt (1999a, 
1999b). 
 
One important change in the new simulation over version 1, which may not show up in the 
description, is that the program has been rewritten so that it is fully object-orientated. This 
facilitates tidy specification and should ease subsequent generalisations of the simulation. In 
keeping with the object-orientated nature of the program, its description has now been split into 
two parts. Section 2 of this paper describes the static hierarchy of objects which constitute the 
simulated world, while section 3 describes the methods which act on these objects to make the 
simulation dynamic. 
 
2. Objects in the Simulation 
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Using the object-orientated approach, it is possible to specify a static hierarchy of relevant 
objects to represent a simulated world, each of which has particular attributes. (In this simulation, 
for example, farms, farmers and AEMs - referred to throughout as measures - are all specified as 
objects.) The first slight complication is provided by the concept of inheritance. For example, 
both farmers and farm advisors have some attributes in common, like the ability to store 
messages they have received from others. For this reason, the farmer and farm advisor objects are 
both specified as “special cases” of the more general agent object, which possesses this message 
store. Thus farmers and farm advisors inherit attributes from the agent object of which they are 
special cases, but also have distinctive attributes of their own. The second complication is the 
distinction between objects and instances. For example, the farmer object may specify that 
farmers have an age attribute with an initial value between 20 and 70. However, each particular 
farmer (or instance) obviously has a specific age. Throughout the paper, I shall try to distinguish 
clearly between properties of objects (like farmers) and the processes (methods) which change 
the state of a particular farmer instance. The following subsections describe all the significant 
objects in the simulated world. 
 
2.1 Country 
 
Each simulation is run using a particular country object. This has four attributes, the identity of 
the available measure(s) in that country, the number of adoptions in each time step, the number 
of farmers who have a particularly positive attitude to the measure in each time step and the 
farmers who have a particularly negative attitude to the measure in each time step. (The last two 
attributes are reflections of changes in the bias parameter discussed in more detail in section 2.5.) 
The country can thus be seen as the object which “records” aggregate properties of the simulated 
world, which cannot appropriately be assigned to objects at lower levels. 
 
2.2 Farm 
 
Farm objects have seven attributes. Three of these (named pollution, production and 
prettyness) are numerical values characterising arbitrary farm properties. (The higher the 
number, the more of that property they are supposed to have.) These attributes are not yet meant 
to correspond to any real data and were simply chosen to allow the properties of the simulation to 
be examined.1 Their purpose will be discussed further in section 2.4. Corresponding to these 
attributes are three more (called pollimp, prodimp and pretimp), reflecting the actual impact of 
a particular measure - the simple simulation has only a single measure - on this particular farm. 
For example, if pollution is 5 and pollimp is -4, the farm will need to show a dramatic reduction 
in the level of pollution in order to qualify for payment. For now, we assume for now that a 
farmer has an accurate perception about the current level of attributes of their farm, but only 
beliefs about the impacts on these attributes. (Note that using this representation, measure 
payments can be seen as have an impact - incoimp - on a farm attribute called income. Money 
thus has no privileged epistemic status in decision-making according to this model. Note also, 
that for convenience we attribute impacts to individual farms but their respective farmers are 
unable to access these attributes accurately. Object-orientation does not require us to assume 
                                                 
1 In fact, the data treatment protocol for questionnaires will be producing data about measures and attitudes to them 
in a form compatible with this approach. 
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transparency!) The other attribute is the identity of the farmer who farms the farm. In this version 
of the simulation, there are only two types of farm named large-farm and small-farm. All large 
farms are quite polluting and not very pretty, but more productive. There is a single global 
parameter controlling the percentage of the two types of farms to be found in the country. 
 
2.3 Measure 
 
Measure objects have three attributes corresponding to the pollution, production and prettyness 
attributes of farms. These are the actual impacts which farmers must achieve in order to qualify 
for measure payments. For now, it is assumed that the intended impacts are the same for all farm 
types, though the measures could easily be made conditional on attributes of the farm or farmer. 
It is possible for farmers to have incorrect beliefs about the magnitude of required farm impacts 
and even concerning the sign of the impact! 
 
2.4 Message 
 
Message objects (which pass between farmers and other agents like farm advisors) have two 
attributes, the identity of the message transmitter and the message content. Four specific kinds of 
message objects are defined: bias messages in which the farmer states their current bias 
(attitude) value and three kinds of belief messages (poll-belief, prod-belief and pret-belief) in 
which the farmer states their current belief value about impacts on the respective farm attributes. 
The meanings of the bias and belief values will be discussed further in section 2.5. 
 
2.5 Casts, Agents, Farmers and Advisors 
 
The set of instances for each different class of individuals (in this simulation just farmers and 
advisors) is called a cast. Farm advisor and farmer objects share a basic structure defined by the 
actor object, which has attributes that are lists of friends, acquaintances, colleagues and 
messages waiting to be processed. (The definitions of friends, acquaintances and colleagues are 
discussed in section 2.6.) 
 
The farmer object has the following additional attributes: 
 
• = Bias: Bias is the farmer’s emotional or attitudinal (rather than calculative) response to a 

measure. It is represented as a number between +/-x (a global parameter value), with high 
positive values reflecting enthusiasm, high negative values reflecting hostility and values 
close to zero representing indifference or apathy. (Note that while high profitability is one 
thing which can increase farmer bias, this simulation assumes that it is not the only thing to 
do so. In particular, bias is assumed to have a strong social component based on the biases 
displayed by other farmers, regardless of whether these are “well grounded”.) 

• = Beliefs: Beliefs (one for each attribute of the measure: pollbelief, prodbelief and pretbelief) 
are the farmer’s perceptions of the impact which the measure will have on attributes of the 
farm. 

• = Motivations: Motivations (one for each attribute of the measure: pollmotiv, prodmotiv and 
pretmotiv) are the farmer’s evaluations of the impact which the measure will have on 
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attributes of the farm. For example, a farmer may believe that a measure will have a very 
large impact in reducing the productivity of the farm but not think that is a very bad thing. By 
contrast, a farmer might believe that a measure will slightly reduce the level of pollution on 
the farm, but think that this is a very valuable and important effect. 

• = Memory: This stores the content of the last message sent to each other farmer in the network 
so that repetition of “stale” messages does not occur. 

• = Farm: This associates a farmer with a particular farm. 
• = Impressed: This parameter reflects whether or not the farmer has ever had their bias 

“promoted”. The conditions for such a “promotion” are discussed in section 3.2.2. 
• = Depressed: This parameter reflects whether or not the farmer has ever had their bias 

“demoted”. The conditions for such a “demotion” are discussed in section 3.2.2. 
• = Adopted: This records whether or not the farmer is currently an adopter. 
• = Deadopted: This records whether or not the farmer has ever de-adopted the measure. (Note 

the difference in definitions, adopted reflects the current state, deadopted a historical event.) 
 
The advisor object has the following additional attribute: 
 
• = Visited: This records a list of the identity numbers for all the farmers that the advisor has ever 

visited so that repeat visits are avoided. This is a very basic advisor strategy. The simulation 
could be developed to give advisors the ability to pursue other strategies like visiting farmers 
with lowest bias first. 

 
The farmer object also has eight attributes whose value ranges are defined by global parameters 
and which relate to the decision making process. In the present simulation, the values of these 
attributes are the same for all farmer instances. 
 
• = Range of possible biases: The scale ranges from very positive (a positive number) to very 

negative (a negative number) with 0 representing a neutral attitude. 
• = Mean/Variance of measure impact misperception: Although the actual impact of a 

particular measure - in terms of attribute impacts - for any farm type is known to the 
simulator, farmers perceive it only imperfectly. Their perceptions are thus “generated” by 
random choice from a normal distribution with specified mean and variance. This approach 
allows for both distributions about the actual mean value and systematic “optimism” or 
“pessimism” among farmers, perhaps reflecting positive or negative experiences of previous 
measures. (The advisor object has separate values for these global parameters, allowing 
different assumptions to be made about the relative perceptual accuracy of advisors and 
farmers. In particular it seems reasonable to assume that advisors will have a more accurate 
mean and smaller variance than farmers, through wider experience and lack of vested 
interest.) 

• = Speaking from knowledge: A weighting parameter takes account of the fact that both bias 
and belief messages from those who have adopted will be taken more seriously, since they 
know “how things actually turned out”. Varying this parameter and the weights given to 
messages from different social networks allows us to investigate the implications of the ENS 
model assumption that “only adoption matters”. 
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• = Enthusiasm precedes decision: Each farmer has a bias threshold which must be exceeded 
before they will even start to consider the measure from a calculative point of view. This 
assumption represents the “pre-attentive” stage of decision-making (Rogers, pp. xx) when the 
farmer may be gathering information, canvassing social opinion, waiting to see what others 
do and so on. 

• = Change requires compensation: Each farmer has an upper belief threshold which reflects 
the fact that the dynamic process of change is emotionally (and/or financially) costly and 
uncertain. It thus requires “compensation”. If the threshold is very high, the farmer will only 
adopt the measure if it is extremely positively evaluated relative to the existing state. 

• = Negative outcomes demotivate: Each farmer has a lower belief threshold which reflects the 
fact that negative outcomes are demotivating. If, when a farmer evaluates adoption, the result 
is below this threshold, not only will that farmer not adopt, but his/her bias will be reduced 
signifying a negative disposition to adoption in the future, through “disappointment”. (Such a 
farmer will not only send out negative word-of-mouth, but will need to be “persuaded” by 
farmers with high bias before s/he will consdider adoption again.) 

• = Extent of demotivation: A parameter that specifies how much bias is reduced if the 
evaluation of adoption does not reach the lower belief threshold. 

 
2.6 Social Networks 
 
Strictly speaking, social networks are not objects, in that the properties of the different networks 
are controlled by global parameters and networks (in the form of lists of friends, acquaintances 
and colleagues) are only assigned to specific farmer instances. (This means that network 
relationships are assumed not to be symmetrical.) However, we can usefully talk about networks 
as if they were objects with attributes. (Throughout the paper, the term “associate” will be used 
to refer to anyone a particular farmer knows through any social network they belong to.) 
 
For each instance of a social network, the farmer object has six associated global parameter 
values. These are: 
 
• = Mean/Variance in the number of associates from that social network which a particular 

farmer has. 
• = Mean/Variance in the spatial distance between a particular farmer and other members of that 

social network. 
• = Weight that a particular farmer gives to messages coming from other members of that social 

network. 
• = Percentage of members of this social network that a particular farmer will pass messages to in 

each step. 
 
For now, these parameters are the same for all types of farmers. This means that there are no 
particularly “influential” farmers either socially or in terms of spatial position. Within this 
framework, we can define such social networks as “neighbours” (very close spatially, and met 
with frequently but not necessarily influential), “friends” (close spatially, met with frequently and 
influential), “remote family” (distant spatially, met with infrequently, but perhaps very 
influential) and so on. The current simulation defines four instances of social networks: friends, 
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acquaintances, colleagues and advisors. These four groups are defined primarily in terms of the 
messages they pass. Friends and acquaintances pass only bias messages, while colleagues and 
advisors pass only belief messages. In addition, relative to acquaintances, friends are less widely 
distributed spatially, have messages transmitted to them more often and have their messages 
taken more seriously. (One farmer cannot be both a friend and an acquaintance to another.) 
Advisors are have a certain measure of independent action, in that, in each time step, they 
randomly pick a farmer to visit. During this visit, they update one or more of the farmers beliefs 
about measure impacts according to their own (typically more accurate) perception. Colleagues 
are analogous to acquaintances in that, relative to advisors, they are taken less seriously. (There is 
no assumption that friends/acquaintances and colleagues are exclusive, meaning that effectively a 
very few farmers do pass both bias and belief messages, but advisors are exclusive from all other 
groups.) 
 
3. The Algorithm 
 
Having defined a hierarchy of static objects for the simulated world, we now define a series of 
methods, which modify the attributes of objects, thus generating the dynamics of the social 
process. The algorithm can be divided into two parts, initialisation and the repeated cycle of 
reception, processing and generation of messages which defines a time step in the simulation. 
 
3.1 Initialisation 
 
The following steps are involved in the initialisation of the simulation: 
 
• = Create a country. 
• = Create an instance of the measure for this country. 
• = Create members (instances) of farmer and advisor casts. 
• = Assign attributes (currently just large or small) to farms. 
• = Link farms and farmers. 
• = Place farms in country. 
• = Set impacts on farm. 
• = Set impact beliefs of farmer. 
• = Set initial bias of farmer. 
• = Set impact motivations of farmers. 
• = Set identities of farmers. 
• = Create farmers social networks. 
 
3.2 Hear, Think, Speak Cycle 
 
The core of the simulation is the “hear, think, speak” cycle for each agent in each time step. Each 
agent begins a time step by “dealing with” all the messages they have received. They then make 
decisions and/or modify their internal state depending on such things as the current values of bias 
and impact beliefs. Finally, they transmit a series of messages (based on their final internal state) 
to members of their social networks 
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3.2.1 Hear 
 
This method is carried out repeatedly in a single time step, until all messages in the message list 
have been dealt with. For each message: 
 
• = If you have already adopted, ignore it. 
• = If it is a bias message, weight the difference between your current bias and the message bias 

according to the network of the transmitter and also according to whether the transmitter is an 
adopter. For example, if your current bias is 2 and you receive a message with a bias of 5 
from an acquaintance who has adopted, you add (5-2) * 0.1 * 2 (or 0.6) giving you a new bias 
of 2.6. 0.1 is the weight given to messages from the acquaintance network and 2 is the weight 
given to those who have adopted, reflecting their added credibility. 

• = If it is a belief message concerning whichever attribute: 
• = If it comes from an advisor, change the belief for the appropriate attribute to that of 

the message. (This reflects the high credibility of advisors as “impartial technical 
experts” but an explicit weighting could be given to advisor messages.) 

• = If it comes from a colleague with the same type of farm, weight the difference 
between your current belief and the message belief and also according to whether the 
transmitter is an adopter. (This is the same weighting mechanism that is used for bias 
messages from friends and acquaintances. It is assumed that messages from farmers 
with different types of farm are disregarded altogether.) 

 
3.2.2 Think 
 
This is method is carried out once per time step. There are four stages to the decision process: 
 
• = If the farmer bias has reached the bias threshold, then assess the measure from a calculative 

point of view. 
• = If the farmer has not already adopted and the evaluation of the measure exceeds the upper 

belief threshold, then adopt. (The evaluation of the measure is the sum of products of impact 
beliefs and impact evaluations.) 

• = If the benefits of the measure are below the lower belief threshold, then do not adopt and 
reduce bias. 

• = If the farmer has already adopted and the evaluation of the measure (based on actual rather 
than perceived impacts now) is lower than the lower belief threshold, then deadopt. (Whether 
this mechanism can come into play depends on a global parameter for contract length. If this 
is greater than the length of the simulation run then deadoption cannot take place in that run.) 

 
These four separate steps are intended to allow for a number of different decision states which 
farmers would realistically find themselves in: 
 
• = Farmer would benefit from the measure but has not considered it: low bias, high belief. 
• = Farmer would not benefit from the measure and has or has not considered it: any bias, low 

belief. 
• = Farmer has considered the measure but been put off: reduced bias, low belief. 
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• = Farmer would benefit, has become enthusiastic and adopted: high bias, high belief. 
• = Farmer is undecided, but still has the measure “in mind” and is gathering further information: 

middling bias, middling belief. (See Figure 2.) 
• = Farmer has tried the measure and found it unsatisfactory with hindsight: low bias, low belief. 
• = Farmer has tried the measure, finds it successful and is continuing with it: high bias, high 

belief. 
 
The adopt method changes the attribute recording whether the farmer has adopted and sets the 
farm impact beliefs to the actual values for the farm. It also modifies the bias according to 
whether or not the farmers perception of the measure turns out to be well founded. There is a 
global parameter value (say it is 2) such that bias increased by a certain amount if the actual gain 
is more than 2 times the expected gain. Similarly, if the gain is less than 1/2 the expected value, 
the bias is reduced by the same amount. This allows for the continuing bad (or good) publicity 
from farmers who were (un)pleasantly surprised by the actual outcome of the measure. (Because 
farmers who have adopted ignore incoming messages, their opinions count much more strongly, 
not just because they are weighted more heavily by others but because they are immune to social 
pressure.) The deadopted method simply changes the attribute of the farmer which says whether 
they have ever deadopted. Farmers who have deadopted still get taken seriously as those who 
know “what they are talking about”, but will ignore all further messages and never adopt this 
measure again. (This will need to be changed when measures evolve, or if there are multiple 
measures available.) 
 
 
3.2.3 Speak 
 
For each of the set of friends, acquaintances and colleagues the farmer has, they have a 
probability (determined by a global parameter for each network) of transmitting a message about 
their current belief or bias (as appropriate). Farmers may talk about more than one impact belief 
in a single time step. 
 
4. Developments 
 
This section provides a discussion of several areas where the simulation can be developed, both 
for added realism and to make more effective use of the data being generated by the protocol 
discussed in Deffuant and Skerratt (1999a, 1999b). 
 
4.1 Relationship of the Existing Simulation with Data 
 
Version 1.1 of the simulation relies on three key sets of data. All of these are now capable of 
being prepared from the questionnaire data. A measure has an actual impact on the farm. The 
farmer has beliefs about its impact and also some evaluation of that impact. This evaluation (or 
motivation) is both inferred from the state of the farm and farmer (as discussed in Deffuant and 
Skerratt 1999a) and from explicit questions in the farm questionnaire about the objectives of the 
farmer. Subjective beliefs about impact are also provided directly by questionnaire data, while 
“objective” beliefs about measure impact are provided by farm experts, based on technical data 
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in the questionnaire. (An approach to “grossing up” from questionnaire data to RICA data is 
discussed in Deffuant and Skerratt 1999b, thus extending the potential reach of the simulation 
beyond the interview data to a larger and more representative sample.) 
 
The main difficulty with this approach is the absence of any data about both “starting conditions” 
and dynamics for beliefs and motivations. It is hoped that the second phase of data collection will 
address these disfficulties. 
 
4.2 The Transmission of Evaluations  
 
The simulation seeks to distinguish between the transmission of “factual” information (beliefs 
about measure impacts, albeit imperfect or inaccurate) and the transmission of “attitude” (bias) 
which is social in the sense that the bias of a farmer is purely a function of the biases of his 
associates, while beliefs are correlated more or less effectively with “true” values which can be 
observed, at least by the simulator. Between these two extremes are evaluations (motivations), 
which have both social and factual components. (Motivations may depend systematically on 
attributes of the farm and farmer, but may also be influenced by other farmers.) The simulation 
needs to clarify the relationship between different kinds of mental states and the ways in which 
they are modified in order to avoid reducing individual explanations to social ones or vice versa. 
 
Although there is purely social (and unreasoned) component to attitudes, represented by the 
current bias parameter, it is fair to say that farmers will also “make use of” more specific 
evaluative statements, although these will not necessarily be suitable for the application of 
calculative rationality. For example, the message that “the measure is good for the environment” 
will have a positive effect on the bias of farmers who have a “green” orientation. Similarly, the 
message that “the measure is good for small farms” will have a negative effect on the bias of a 
large farmer. In this way, the attitudes of the farmer, and the attributes of the farm have a more 
direct impact on overall enthusiasm for the measure.2 
 
It is an empirical question whether attributes of the measure impact on both bias and beliefs. One 
could argue that these evaluative factors only have an impact on persuading farmers to consider 
the measure, and they then take the decision itself on purely calculative grounds. Alternatively, 
one could argue that such evaluations impact on both bias and belief stages. The simplest model 
under this assumption would be that, in addition to “pure” bias messages, farmers could also pass 

                                                 
2 This approach also resolves an issue about “averaging” of beliefs and biases. Unless some farmers refuse to be 
influenced (adopters fall into this class), ultimately, beliefs and biases will tend to the mean of the initial distribution. 
(This is speeded up when the beliefs and biases cross 0.) Mechanisms like refusing to hear messages differing by 
more than a certain amount (or of opposite sign) will slow this process down, but not stop it. In such an environment, 
no farmer can ever achieve a bias/belief that falls outside the bounds set by the highest and lowest values in the 
initial population. (This is the genetic problem of “blending inheritance”.) There are some plausible mechanisms by 
which this tendency to the mean can be avoided. For example, “talking up” and “talking down” can occur when two 
farmers, with the same sign of bias/belief and close values, actually produce a value that exceeds both of their 
individual values. On the other hand, the transmission of “abstract” messages that only indirectly affect bias and 
belief, may constitute a more general solution to this problem. Ignoring the possibility that the nature of the message 
may affect transmission rates, abstract messages can propagate unchanged to those farmers they can influence, 
regardless of those they cannot. 
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specific valuations about the attributes of the measure, which would have an affect on bias, 
depending on the attributes of the farm and attitudes of the farmer receiving them. Then, once the 
bias threshold had been reached, the farmer would do calculations and “set them against” the 
extent to which the measure was believed to fit in with personal goals and the state of the 
particular farm. A very high gain threshold might be considerably reduced if the measure 
satisfied several goals that the farmer approved of, or might become even higher if it went deeply 
against his values. 
 
The main difficulty with this approach is to “ground” such evaluation messages. Even if 
valuations are randomly assigned initially, there has to be some mechanism by which the 
valuations can be validated in the same way that “real values” of belief can be accessed after 
adoption. Otherwise, the results of the simulation will simply be a mess of conflicting opinions 
that are never resolved. If valuations are not to be randomly assigned, but are supposed to 
correlate to some extent with “real” attributes of measures, this poses a further technical 
difficulty. (One solution would be to take the attributes of a measure as primitive, to generate 
specific evaluations normally distributed around “actual values” of the measure attributes and 
allow adopters to report actual values for these attributes. The interest in this approach would be 
that farmers would have to “piece together” an evaluation of the measure as not all the attributes 
would be passed in a single message. Indeed, there might be a “shortage” of knowledge about 
particular attributes.) 
 
4.3 The Relation Between Measures and Farm Activities 
 
The current simulation ignores the task (and costs) of actually achieving the changes in farm state 
required by the measure. This means that it cannot deal with negotiation processes about the 
implementation of the measure, creative ways of meeting the targets of the measure (which may 
or may not achieve the goals of the measure), non-compliance or cheating and the problem of 
farmers being paid to do what they are already doing. 
 
The simulation needs to distinguish between real cash transfers - we will pay you £2000 if you 
provide a habitat for orchids - and implicit costs - the only way you can achieve that goal is by 
giving up a well watered field used to provide good grass feed. At the very least, the model needs 
to separate benefits (which are explicit) from costs (that may vary depending on the creativity of 
the farmer). If goal states are specified in the measure, the simplest model is just to assume that 
farmers know (or can calculate) the costs of going from current state to target state (which may 
depend on farm type) and the belief is simply the difference between explicit gains and costs. (In 
this case, it would be perceptions of costs rather than benefits that would tend to need correction 
after adoption.) If farmers current states vary, we can represent the difficulty of adoption by those 
who are already complying with the measure and are therefore being paid to “do nothing”. (Ideas 
for developing this approach in terms of activity plans are discussed in Chattoe and Gilbert 
1998b.) 
 
4.4 The Farmer Decision Process 
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The data treatment framework proposed in Deffuant and Skerratt (1999a) actually allows for a 
range of different decision processes - ways of combining evaluations and impact beliefs in order 
to reach a decision. Alternative hypotheses need to be generated (from the existing literature and 
farm expertise) and then explored to evaluate their effects on the model. Some obvious examples 
are: 
 
• = Evaluation of all data every time new data comes in. 
• = Evaluation of all data only when triggered by a certain event, for example, attitude reaching a 

threshold. 
• = Hierarchical decision, where only data on one attribute is evaluated at a time, though it may be 

collected on more than one. 
• = Evaluation depends on absolute impacts, and is therefore independent of farms. It could 

equally depend on relative impacts, measure impact divided by current level. 
 
Other aspects of the decision process also need to taken into consideration like exogenous delays, 
for example, the time taken to get a farm survey once you have decided to ask for one. 
 
4.5 Technical Improvements 
 
Several improvements to the program affect the presentation of data rather than its generation: 
 
• = Plotting “life histories” of individual farmers in terms of belief and bias values to check for 

dynamic plausibility. (A plausible but invented plot is shown in Figure 2.) These values could 
also be plotted in aggregate as histograms, to learn about the network dynamics: looking at 
proportions of population with negative bias, proportions who have calculated gain, 
proportion who have experienced demotivation and so on. 

• = Calculation of a clustering coefficient at regular intervals during the simulation to see if 
spatial clustering is occuring. 

• = Graphs for percentages of farmers whose perceptions are within a certain proportion of the 
correct value, where “correct” values exist. 

 
4.6 Assumptions to Relax 
 
There are a number of assumptions in the simulation which it would be relatively straightforward 
to relax: 
 
• = Identical decision thresholds for all farmers. 
• = Identical mean and variance for farmer associate networks, excluding influentials in both 

network and spatial senses. 
• = Measure impact is the same for all farms. In fact, it is probably a function of attributes of 

farms and possibly farmers. 
• = Evaluations of measures stay constant. In practice these probably evolve too, though possibly 

slowly. (Transmission might follow different rules or weightings from beliefs.) 
• = Social networks are static. In practice these are probably dynamic, particularly when farmers 

find themselves with different evaluations. 
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• = Distinguish between a negative evaluation of a measure that just “sets you back” (reduces 
bias) and one so negative that the farmer loses interest in the measure completely, accepts no 
further messages and perhaps transmits very negative beliefs and biases in perpetuity. 
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6. Open Questions for Farm Experts 
 
• = What other attributes of actors in social networks might be important to the decision process? 
• = There is a fundamental difference between Surrey and ENS models in the absence of “all or 

nothing” adoption in the Surrey model. Can we get any spatial adoption data? 
• = Profit “hurdles” may be compatible with rational action and cost benefit analysis if only static 

states can be compared. The hurdle represents an intuitive estimate of the dynamic costs of 
change. Do farmers have good estimates of dynamic costs? 

 
7. Technical Issues and Notes 
 
• = The graphing program seems to implode when you only run it for a single step. (This is a 

problem with autoscaling and there is not much that can be done about it.) 
• = Turning off scaling is sometimes helpful. 
• = Farmers shown in green have adopted, those shown in yellow have not. 
• = The program sometimes has trouble dealing with variances of 0, so use very small variances 

instead. 
• = It is currently possible to be friends with yourself! 
• = Changing distributions from random-normal to random leads to a twelvefold speedup in the 

program. 
• = There may be a problem with message averaging because all messages in an actor’s queue are 

dealt with in a single time step. 
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Figure 1. A Sample Bias and Belief History 
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This Figure shows an invented (but plausible) bias and belief profile for a farmer. The bias 
doesn’t reach the threshold value until quite near the end of the profile, despite the fact that (at A 
for example), the farmer’s knowledge about gains would indicate adoption if s/he bothered to 
consider it at that time. (This interpretation requires that the calculation of costs and benefits is 
not transparent, even if all the knowledge is available.) Once the bias threshold is reached, the 
farmer discovers that their beliefs about gains were actually rather optimistic, and this has a 
corresponding effect in reducing bias. (The generic consequence of this is that farmers who are 
disappointed in their adoption in this way can no longer persuade farmers with the same bias 
threshold as themselves to adopt - no matter how much weight they are given as adopters, since 
they are now below their own threshold!) Such farmers will also de-adopt as soon as they get the 
chance, assuming that their threshold doesn’t change. 
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Appendix 1: Program Code for Version 1.1 
 
;;;-*- Mode: Lisp; Package: COMMON-LISP-USER -*- 
;;; 
;;; Copyright © University of Surrey 1998 
;;; 
;;; Permission is granted for use, provided that author's name and 
;;; copyright are retained in this file. The author makes no warranties 
;;; with respect to this work. 
;;; 
;;; File: images1-1.lisp 
;;; Author: Nigel Gilbert and Edmund Chattoe 
;;; Organization: University of Surrey 
;;; Created:  November 5, 1998 
;;; Implementation: Macintosh Common Lisp Version 4.2 
;;; Target: same 
;;; Purpose: Intermediate model of AEM adoption 
;;; Keywords: 
;;; Requires: 
;;; Resources: 
;;; Dependencies: 
;;; References: 
;;; Standards: 
;;; Unit-Test:   Top level function is RUN-MODEL steps 
;;; Limitations: 
;;; To-Do: 
;;; Bugs: 
;;; 
;;; Description: 
;;; 
;;; Based on the Multi-agent System Framework (see Gilbert and 
;;; Troitzsch, 1999) with specialisation of objects to create the 
;;; IMAGES model 
;;; 
;;; ============================================================= 
;;; The multi-agent system framework 
 
(defVar id-counter 0 
  "counter to give every agent a different number") 
 
;;; the world represents the environment in which the agents live 
;;; and move 
 
(defClass world () 
  ((casts :initform nil 
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          :initarg :casts 
          :accessor casts 
          :documentation 
          "the casts (collections of similar agents) in this world") 
   (size  :initform nil 
          :initarg :size 
          :accessor size 
          :documentation 
          "the size of the (square) grid which is the world") 
   (grid  :initform nil 
          :initarg :grid 
          :accessor grid 
          :documentation 
          "a square array of cells")) 
  (:documentation 
   "the environment in which the agents live")) 
 
(defMethod initialise ((self world) cast-specs) 
  "construct the world and casts from a specification provided as 
   the method argument" 
;;; First, create the square grid of cells which makes up the world. 
;;; Each cell will hold a list of the objects located in this cell. 
  (setf (grid self) (make-array (list (size self) (size self)) 
                                :initial-element nil)) 
;;; Second, create the casts of agents. 
  (dolist (cast-spec cast-specs) 
;;; Each cast-spec consists of a list of the name of the cast, the 
;;; number of members in that cast and the type of agents in the cast. 
    (let ((cast-name (first cast-spec)) 
          (cast-size (second cast-spec)) 
          (agent-type (third cast-spec)) 
          (cast nil)) 
      (setq cast (make-instance cast-name 
                   :name cast-name 
                   :world self 
                   :size cast-size)) 
      (initialise cast agent-type) 
      (push cast (casts self))))) 
 
(defMethod wrap-around ((self world) x) 
  "ensure that the given X coordinate is on the grid, treating it as a 
   torus if necessary, returning the X, amended as necessary" 
  (mod x (size self))) 
 
(defMethod activate ((self world) steps) 
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  "run the simulation for STEPS periods, by sending a message to each of 
   the casts in turn" 
  (dotimes (step steps) 
    (format t "~%Step ~D " step) 
    (dolist (cast (casts self)) 
      (do-step cast step)))) 
 
;;; a cast is a collection of similar agents 
 
(defClass basic-cast () 
  ((name      :initform nil 
              :initarg :name 
              :accessor name 
              :documentation 
              "the name of the cast") 
   (world    :initform :world 
             :initarg :world 
             :accessor world 
             :documentation 
             "the world on which this is a cast") 
   (size     :initform nil 
             :initarg :size 
             :accessor size 
             :documentation 
             "the number of actors in this cast") 
   (members  :initform nil 
             :initarg :members 
             :accessor members 
             :documentation 
             "a list of actors in this cast"))) 
 
(defMethod initialise ((self basic-cast) agent-type) 
  "Create the cast object and all its members." 
  (dotimes (n (size self)) 
    (let ((new-member (make-instance agent-type 
                        :cast self 
                        :world (world self)))) 
;;; Record the new agent as a member of this cast and 
;;; locate it in the world. 
      (push new-member (members self)) 
      (initialise new-member (world self))))) 
 
(defMethod remove-agent ((self basic-cast) member) 
  "Remove the agent from the list of this cast's members." 
  (setf (members self) (delete member (members self)))) 
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(defMethod do-step ((self basic-cast) step) 
  "Tell each of the cast's members to perform their actions for 
   this step." 
  (dolist (member (members self)) 
    (do-step member step))) 
 
;;; The basic behaviour of an agent. 
 
(defClass basic-agent () 
  ((world :initform nil 
          :initarg :world 
          :accessor world 
          :documentation 
          "The world on which this actor lives.") 
   (cast :initform nil 
         :initarg :cast 
         :accessor cast 
         :documentation 
         "the cast of which this actor is a member") 
   (id   :initform nil 
         :initarg :id 
         :accessor id 
         :documentation 
         "the name of this actor") 
   (x    :initform nil 
         :initarg :x 
         :accessor x 
         :documentation 
         "the x coordinate of this actor on the grid") 
   (y    :initform nil 
         :initarg :y 
         :accessor y 
         :documentation 
         "the y coordinate of this actor on the grid"))) 
 
(defMethod initialise ((self basic-agent) world) 
  "Place the agent in the world and give it a name." 
  (let ((size (size world))) 
    (setf (id self) (incf id-counter)) 
;;; The agent begins at a random position on the world grid. 
    (setf (x self) (random size)) 
    (setf (y self) (random size)) 
    self)) 
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(defMethod print-name ((self basic-agent) &optional 
                       (stream *standard-output*)) 
  "print a readable version of my name" 
  (format stream "~A <~D>" (name (cast self)) (id self))) 
 
(defMethod do-step ((self basic-agent) step) 
  "a basic agent does nothing at all. Just print my name" 
  (print-name self)) 
 
(defun run-mas (steps) 
  "Run the simulation for STEPS periods." 
  (let ((my-world (make-instance 'world :size 20))) 
    (initialise my-world '((basic-cast 100 basic-agent))) 
;;; Specification of the cast. 
    (activate my-world steps) 
    my-world)) 
 
;;;================================================================= 
;;; 
;;; Everything above this is the standard framework. Everything 
;;; below the line is the IMAGES model 
;;; 
;;;================================================================= 
 
;;; These parameters relate to farm types. 
 
(defParameter *percent-large-farms* 25 
  "Percentage of farms which are large rather than small.") 
 
;;; Six parameters defining the social network friends. 
 
(defParameter *mean-friends* 3 
  "Mean number of friends a farmer has.") 
 
(defParameter *var-friends* 0.01 
  "Variance in the number of friends a farmer has.") 
 
(defParameter *friend-mean-distance* 3 
  "Mean distance (measured in grid cells) between farmers and 
   friends.") 
 
(defParameter *friend-var-distance* 1 
  "Variance of the distance between farmers and friends.") 
 
(defParameter *trust-in-friends* 0.3 
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  "Factor by which friends' biases are accepted by farmer.") 
 
(defParameter *speaking-to-friends-percentage* 10 
  "Percentage of friends who are told about farmer's views at 
   each step.") 
 
;;; Six parameters defining the social network acquaintances. 
 
(defParameter *mean-acquaints* 5 
  "Mean number of aquaintances a farmer has.") 
 
(defParameter *var-acquaints* 0.01 
  "Variance in the number of aquaintances a farmer has.") 
 
(defParameter *acquaint-mean-distance* 6 
  "Mean distance (measured in grid cells) between farmers and 
   aquaintances.") 
 
(defParameter *acquaint-var-distance* 1 
  "Variance of the distance between farmers and aquaintances.") 
 
(defParameter *trust-in-acquaints* 0.05 
  "Factor by which acquaintances' biases are accepted by farmer.") 
 
(defParameter *speaking-to-acquaints-percentage* 5 
  "Percentage of acquaintances who are told about farmer's views at 
   each step.") 
 
;;; Six parameters defining the social network colleagues. 
 
(defParameter *mean-colleagues* 5 
  "Mean number of colleagues a farmer has.") 
 
(defParameter *var-colleagues* 0.01 
  "Variance of number of colleagues a farmer has.") 
 
(defParameter *colleague-mean-distance* 6 
  "Mean distance (in grid cells) between farmers and colleagues.") 
 
(defParameter *colleague-var-distance* 1 
  "Variance of the distance between farmers and colleagues.") 
 
(defParameter *trust-in-colleagues* 0.1 
  "Factor by which colleagues' beliefs are accepted by farmer.") 
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(defParameter *speaking-to-colleagues-percentage* 10 
  "Percentage of colleagues who are told about farmer's views at 
   each step.") 
 
;;; Parameters relating to decision-making. 
 
(defParameter *max-bias* 10.0 
  "Maximum bias: bias can range between +/- *max-bias*.") 
 
(defParameter *mean-misperception* 1.0 
  "Mean amount of misperception of the value of AEM by a farmer.") 
 
(defParameter *var-misperception* 1.0 
  "Variance in amount of misperception of AEM value by a farmer.") 
 
(defParameter *adopted-reliability* 3.0 
  "Additional trust factor if speaker has adopted.") 
 
(defParameter *threshold-1* 3.0 
  "Farmer only considers the measure if their bias exceeds this.") 
 
(defParameter *threshold-2* 10.0 
  "Farmer adopts if their belief exceeds this threshold.") 
 
(defParameter *threshold-3* 0.0 
  "If belief is less than this threshold, considering the AEM is a 
   disappointment that reduces bias.") 
 
(defParameter *disfactor* 1.0 
  "This is the amount by which bias is reduced if the AEM is 
   a disappointment.") 
 
;;; Separate parameters for advisors regarding beliefs about measures. 
 
(defParameter *advisor-mean-misperception* 1.0 
  "Mean amount of misperception of measure value by advisor.") 
 
(defParameter *advisor-var-misperception* 0.2 
  "Variance in amount of misperception of value of AEM by advisor.") 
 
;;; Other parameters. 
 
;;; Set this to a very large number to switch off de-adoption. 
 
(defParameter *length-of-contract* 1000 
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  "Length of time that farmer is locked in once adopted.") 
 
;;; Definitions of classes etc. start here. 
 
(defClass farmer-cast (basic-cast) 
  () 
  (:documentation 
   "The collection of farmers.")) 
 
(defClass advisor-cast (basic-cast) 
  () 
  (:documentation 
   "The collection of advisors.")) 
 
(defClass actor (basic-agent) 
  ((friends    :initform nil 
               :initarg :friends 
               :accessor friends 
               :documentation 
               "List of other farmers friends.") 
   (acquaints  :initform nil 
               :initarg :acquaints 
               :accessor acquaints 
               :documentation 
               "List of other farmer acquaintances.") 
   (colleagues :initform nil 
               :initarg :colleagues 
               :accessor colleagues 
               :documentation 
               "List of other farmer colleagues.") 
   (msg-buffer :initform nil 
               :accessor msg-buffer 
               :documentation 
               "Buffer where messages wait until processing."))) 
 
(defClass farmer (actor) 
  ((bias       :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :bias 
               :accessor bias 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "The farmer's predisposition to consider the measure.") 
   (pollbelief :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :pollbelief 
               :accessor pollbelief 
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               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "The farmer's belief about measure pollution impact.") 
   (prodbelief :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :prodbelief 
               :accessor prodbelief 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "The farmer's belief about measure production impact.") 
   (pretbelief :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :pretbelief 
               :accessor pretbelief 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "The farmer's belief about measure prettyness impact.") 
   (pollmotiv  :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :pollmotiv 
               :accessor pollmotiv 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Farmer's motivation towards pollution.") 
   (prodmotiv  :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :prodmotiv 
               :accessor prodmotiv 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Farmer's motivation towards production.") 
   (pretmotiv  :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :pretmotiv 
               :accessor pretmotiv 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Farmer's motivation towards prettyness.") 
   (memory     :initform (make-hash-table) 
               :accessor memory 
               :documentation 
               "Remembers last message sent to each actor (the keys).") 
   (farm       :initform nil 
               :initarg :farm 
               :accessor farm 
               :documentation 
               "The farm which this farmer farms.") 
   (impressed  :initform nil 
               :initarg :impressed 
               :accessor impressed 
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               :documentation 
               "Whether the farmer has had bias boosted.") 
   (depressed  :initform nil 
               :initarg :depressed 
               :accessor depressed 
               :documentation 
               "Whether the farmer has had bias decremented.") 
   (adopted    :initform nil 
               :initarg :adopted 
               :accessor adopted 
               :documentation 
               "Whether the farmer has adopted the measure.") 
   (deadopted  :initform nil 
               :initarg :deadopted 
               :accessor deadopted 
               :documentation 
               "Whether the farmer has deadopted the measure.") 
   (atime      :initform nil 
               :initarg :atime 
               :accessor atime 
               :documentation 
               "In which step the farmer adopted."))) 
 
(defClass advisor (actor) 
  ((visited    :initform nil 
               :initarg :visited 
               :accessor visited 
               :documentation 
               "List of farmers already visited once."))) 
 
(defClass country (world) 
  ((aem         :initform nil 
                :initarg :aem 
                :accessor aem 
                :documentation 
                "The measure available in this country.") 
   (history     :initform nil 
                :accessor history 
                :documentation 
                "Vector with number of adoptions at each time step.") 
   (ihist       :initform nil 
                :accessor ihist 
                :documentation 
                "Vector with number of impressed at each time step.") 
   (dhist       :initform nil 
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                :accessor dhist 
                :documentation 
                "Vector with number of depressed at each time step.")) 
  (:documentation 
   "Specialisation of world.")) 
 
;;; In all cases, higher is more of the relevant attribute in some 
;;; unspecified units. 
 
(defClass farm () 
  ((farmer     :initform nil 
               :initarg :farmer 
               :accessor farmer 
               :documentation 
               "The farmer who farms this farm.") 
   (pollution  :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :pollution 
               :accessor pollution 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Farm characteristic, relevant to measures.") 
   (production :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :production 
               :accessor production 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Farm characteristic, relevant to measures.") 
   (prettyness :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :prettyness 
               :accessor prettyness 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Farm characteristic, relevant to measures.") 
;;; Note that these are "real" values, inherited from the 
;;; definition of the aem, but this duplication allows measures 
;;; to have different impacts on different kinds of farm. 
   (pollimp    :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :pollimp 
               :accessor pollimp 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Pollution impact on farm.") 
   (prodimp    :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :prodimp 
               :accessor prodimp 
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               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Productivity impact on farm.") 
   (pretimp    :initform 0.0 
               :initarg :pretimp 
               :accessor pretimp 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Prettyness impact on farm.")) 
  (:documentation 
   "Every farm located on a cell in the country with one farmer.")) 
 
(defClass large-farm (farm) 
  () 
  (:documentation 
   "Prototypical large farm, with large farm characteristics.") 
  (:default-initargs :pollution 4.0 
    :production 5.0 :prettyness 1.0)) 
 
(defClass small-farm (farm) 
  () 
  (:documentation 
   "Prototypical small farm, with small farm characteristics.") 
  (:default-initargs :pollution 2.0 
    :production 3.0 :prettyness 6.0)) 
 
;;; This has been changed, so these are now represent impacts and not 
;;; implicit prices. Negative numbers indicate a required reduction 
;;; in that attribute according to the measure. (Note that in this 
;;; framework, income is just another attribute and may be as a % of 
;;; income rather than an actual cash value. Normal distributions allow 
;;; for farmers to have "wrong sign" beliefs about impacts. 
 
(defClass aem () 
  ((pollution  :initform -1.0 
               :initarg :pollution 
               :accessor pollution 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Impact of measure on pollution.") 
   (production :initform -2.0 
               :initarg :production 
               :accessor production 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
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               "Impact of measure on production.") 
   (prettyness :initform 1.0 
               :initarg :prettyness 
               :accessor prettyness 
               :type float 
               :documentation 
               "Impact of measure on prettyness.")) 
  (:documentation 
   "Impacts on farm resulting from measure adoption.")) 
 
(defClass message () 
  ((speaker   :initform nil 
              :initarg :speaker 
              :accessor speaker 
              :documentation 
              "The originator of the message.") 
   (content   :initform nil 
              :initarg :content 
              :accessor content 
              :documentation 
              "The content of the message."))) 
 
(defClass bias-message (message) 
  ((type      :initform 'bias 
              :reader msg-type)) 
  (:documentation 
   "Message about speaker's bias regarding the measure.")) 
 
(defClass poll-belief-message (message) 
  ((type      :initform 'poll-belief 
              :reader msg-type)) 
  (:documentation 
   "Message about speaker's belief regarding pollution impact of measure.")) 
 
(defClass prod-belief-message (message) 
  ((type      :initform 'prod-belief 
              :reader msg-type)) 
  (:documentation 
   "Message about speaker's belief regarding production impact of measure.")) 
 
(defClass pret-belief-message (message) 
  ((type      :initform 'pret-belief 
              :reader msg-type)) 
  (:documentation 
   "Message about speaker's belief regarding prettyness impact of measure.")) 
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;;; 
;;;   Initialisation of model 
;;; 
 
(defMethod initialise :after ((self country) cast-specs) 
  "After the members of the casts have been created, set up the 
   measure object, and place a farm at each cell of the world grid. 
   Put a farmer into each farm." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling initiase (country)") 
  (declare (ignore cast-specs)) 
  (setf (aem self) (make-instance 'aem)) 
  (let ((farmers (members (second (casts self))))) 
    (dotimes (x (size self)) 
;;; For each cell of the grid ... 
      (dotimes (y (size self)) 
        (let ((farmer (pop farmers)) 
              (farm (make-instance 
                      (if 
                        (> (random 100) *percent-large-farms*) 
                        'small-farm 
                        'large-farm)))) 
;;; Link the farm and the farmer. 
          (setf (farmer farm) farmer) 
          (setf (farm farmer) farm) 
          (setf (x farmer) x) 
          (setf (y farmer) y) 
;;; Place the farm. 
          (setf (aref (grid self) x y) farm) 
;;; Set impacts for each individual farm. Currently these are 
;;; the same across farm types. 
          (setf (pollimp farm) (pollution (aem self))) 
          (setf (prodimp farm) (production (aem self))) 
          (setf (pretimp farm) (prettyness (aem self))) 
;;;          (format t "~%pollimp: ~A" (pollimp farm)) 
;;;          (format t "~%prodimp: ~A" (prodimp farm)) 
;;;          (format t "~%pretimp: ~A" (pretimp farm)) 
;;; Set the initial beliefs of the farmer about impact of the AEM 
;;; to their 'objective' values modified by a fudge factor. 
          (setf (pollbelief farmer) (* (pollution (aem self)) 
                                       (random-normal 
                                        *mean-misperception* 
                                        *var-misperception*))) 
          (setf (prodbelief farmer) (* (production (aem self)) 
                                       (random-normal 
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                                        *mean-misperception* 
                                        *var-misperception*))) 
          (setf (pretbelief farmer) (* (prettyness (aem self)) 
                                       (random-normal 
                                        *mean-misperception* 
                                        *var-misperception*))) 
;;;          (format t "~%pollbelief: ~A" (pollbelief farmer)) 
;;;          (format t "~%prodbelief: ~A" (prodbelief farmer)) 
;;;          (format t "~%pretbelief: ~A" (pretbelief farmer)) 
          )))) 
;;; Lastly, set up the different networks. 
  (create-networks self)) 
 
(defMethod farm-at ((self country) x y) 
  "Return the farm at cell (x,y)." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling farm-at") 
  (aref (grid self) x y)) 
 
(defMethod activate ((self country) steps) 
  "Run the simulation for STEPS periods, by sending a message 
   to each of the casts in turn." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling activate") 
  (setf (history self) (make-array steps :initial-element 0)) 
  (setf (ihist self) (make-array steps :initial-element 0)) 
  (setf (dhist self) (make-array steps :initial-element 0)) 
  (dotimes (step steps) 
    (format t "~%Step ~D " step) 
    (dolist (cast (casts self)) 
      (do-step cast step)) 
;;; Uncomment this if you want a movie! 
;;; (show-country self 'belief) 
;;; Collect the number of adoptions, impressed and depressed 
;;; farmers for later display. 
    (let ((adoptions 0) 
          (impress 0) 
          (depress 0)) 
      (dotimes (x (size self)) 
        (dotimes (y (size self)) 
          (when (adopted (farmer (farm-at self x y))) 
            (incf adoptions)) 
          (when (impressed (farmer (farm-at self x y))) 
            (incf impress)) 
          (when (depressed (farmer (farm-at self x y))) 
            (incf depress)) 
          (setf (aref (history self) step) adoptions) 
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          (setf (aref (ihist self) step) impress) 
          (setf (aref (dhist self) step) depress)))))) 
 
(defMethod initialise ((self farmer) country) 
  "Initialise a farmer, giving them a name and an initial bias 
   about the measure." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling initialise (farmer)") 
  (declare (ignore country)) 
  (setf (id self) (incf id-counter)) 
  (setf (bias self) (- (* 2.0 (random *max-bias*)) *max-bias*)) 
  (setf (pollmotiv self) (- (* 2.0 (random *max-bias*)) *max-bias*)) 
  (setf (prodmotiv self) (- (* 2.0 (random *max-bias*)) *max-bias*)) 
  (setf (pretmotiv self) (- (* 2.0 (random *max-bias*)) *max-bias*)) 
;;;  (format t "~%Bias ~A: ~A" (id self) (bias self)) 
;;;  (format t "~%Pollution Motivation ~A: ~A" (id self) 
;;;          (pollmotiv self)) 
;;;  (format t "~%Production Motivation ~A: ~A" (id self) 
;;;          (prodmotiv self)) 
;;;  (format t "~%Prettyness Motivation ~A: ~A" (id self) 
;;;          (pretmotiv self)) 
  ) 
 
(defMethod create-networks ((self country)) 
  "Set up static social networks for the farmer in each farm." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling create-networks") 
  (format t "~%Creating the social networks ...") 
  (dotimes (x (size self)) 
    (dotimes (y (size self)) 
      (let ((farm (farm-at self x y))) 
        (create-friends (farmer farm)) 
        (create-acquaints (farmer farm)) 
        (create-colleagues (farmer farm))))) 
  (format t " Done")) 
 
(defMethod create-friends ((self farmer)) 
  "Set up farmers friends, from whom they receive bias information." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling create-friends") 
;;; Choose number of friends to find from a normal distribution. 
  (let ((number-of-friends (int-random-normal 
                            *mean-friends* 
                            *var-friends*))) 
;;;   (format t "~%Chosen number of friends: ~A" 
;;;            number-of-friends) 
;;; Keep finding friends until the right number have been found. 
    (when 
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      (plusp number-of-friends) 
      (do () 
          ((>= (length (friends self)) number-of-friends)) 
        (progn 
          (pushnew (pick-a-farmer 
                    self 
                    *friend-mean-distance* 
                    *friend-var-distance*) 
                   (friends self)) 
;;;          (format t "~%Friend list: ~A" (friends self)) 
          ))))) 
 
(defMethod create-acquaints ((self farmer)) 
  "Set up farmers acquaints, from whom they receive bias information." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling create-acquaints") 
  (let ((number-of-acquaints (int-random-normal 
                              *mean-acquaints* 
                              *var-acquaints*))) 
;;;    (format t "~%Chosen number of acquaintances: ~A" 
;;;            number-of-acquaints) 
    (when 
      (plusp number-of-acquaints) 
      (do () 
          ((> (length (acquaints self)) number-of-acquaints)) 
        (let 
          ((acquaint (pick-a-farmer 
                      self 
                      *acquaint-mean-distance* 
                      *acquaint-var-distance*))) 
;;;          (format t "~%Friends: ~A" (friends self)) 
;;;          (format t "~%Chosen Acquaintance: ~A" acquaint) 
;;; An acquaintance cannot be already a friend. 
          (unless (member acquaint (friends self)) 
;;;            (format t "~%Pushing ...") 
            (pushnew acquaint (acquaints self))) 
;;;          (format t "~%Acquaintances: ~A" acquaint) 
          ))))) 
 
(defMethod create-colleagues ((self farmer)) 
  "Set up farmers colleagues, from whom they receive belief information." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling create-colleagues") 
  (let ((number-of-colleagues (int-random-normal 
                               *mean-colleagues* 
                               *var-colleagues*))) 
;;;    (format t "~%Chosen number of colleagues: ~A" 
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;;;            number-of-colleagues) 
    (when (plusp number-of-colleagues) 
      (do () 
          ((> (length (colleagues self)) number-of-colleagues)) 
        (pushnew (pick-a-farmer self 
                                *colleague-mean-distance* 
                                *colleague-var-distance*) 
                 (colleagues self)))))) 
 
(defMethod pick-a-farmer ((self farmer) mean variance) 
  "Return a farmer, chosen from those surrounding myself, with 
   the chances of a farmer being picked decreasing according to 
   a normal distribution." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling pick-a-farmer: ~A ~A" mean variance) 
  (let ((country (world self))) 
    (farmer (farm-at country 
                     (wrap-around country 
                                  (+ 
                                   (int-random-normal 
                                    mean variance) 
                                   (- (x self) mean))) 
                     (wrap-around country 
                                  (+ 
                                   (int-random-normal 
                                    mean variance) 
                                   (- (y self) mean))))))) 
 
(defMethod adoption-benefit ((self farmer)) 
  "The benefit from adopting is a function of perceived impacts of 
   AEM and motivations of farmer." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling adoption-benefit") 
  (+ 
   (* (pollmotiv self) 
      (pollbelief self)) 
   (* (prodmotiv self) 
      (prodbelief self)) 
   (* (pretmotiv self) 
      (pretbelief self)))) 
 
(defMethod real-benefit ((self farmer)) 
  "The actual benefit from adopting is a function of actual impacts of 
   AEM and motivations of farmer." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling real-benefit") 
  (+ 
   (* (pollmotiv self) 
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      (pollimp (farm self))) 
   (* (prodmotiv self) 
      (prodimp (farm self))) 
   (* (pretmotiv self) 
      (pretimp (farm self))))) 
 
(defMethod do-step ((self farmer) step) 
  "What a farmer does at each step of the simulation." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling do-step (farmer)") 
  (hear self) 
  (think self step) 
  (speak self)) 
 
(defMethod hear ((self farmer)) 
  "Receive messages from other network members." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling hear.") 
  (unless 
    (or 
     (adopted self) 
     (deadopted self)) 
;;; Once I have adopted, I don't care what people say to me. 
    (dolist (msg (msg-buffer self)) 
;;;      (format t "~%Message Type: ~A" (msg-type msg)) 
      (if 
        (eq (msg-type msg) 'bias) 
;;; It's a message from my bias network. 
        (progn 
;;;          (format 
;;;           t 
;;;           "~%~A with bias ~A hears from ~A with bias ~A" 
;;;           self (bias self) 
;;;           (speaker msg) (content msg)) 
          (incf (bias self) 
                (* (- (content msg) (bias self)) 
;;; Modify my bias to the average of my bias and the product of the 
;;; speaker's bias, the relative trust I place in my friends 
;;; and a factor indicating more trust in those who have adopted. 
                   (cond 
                    ((member self (friends (speaker msg))) 
                     *trust-in-friends*) 
                    ((member self (acquaints (speaker msg))) 
                     *trust-in-acquaints*) 
                    ((error 
                      "Bias Msg not from friend or acquaintance!"))) 
                   (if 
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                     (or 
                      (adopted (speaker msg)) 
                      (deadopted (speaker msg))) 
                     *adopted-reliability* 1))) 
;;;          (format t "~%giving bias ~A" (bias self)) 
          ) 
;;; It's a message from my belief network. 
        (if 
;;; It's from an advisor. 
          (eq (class-name (class-of (speaker msg))) 'Advisor) 
          (progn 
;;; So reset the relevant impact belief to what they say. 
            (if 
              (eq (msg-type msg) 'poll-belief) 
              (progn 
;;;                (format 
;;;                 t 
;;;                 "~%Setting pollution impact belief ~A to ~A owing to 
advisor." 
;;;                 (pollbelief self) 
;;;                 (content msg)) 
                (setf (pollbelief self) (content msg)))) 
            (if 
              (eq (msg-type msg) 'prod-belief) 
              (progn 
;;;                (format 
;;;                 t 
;;;                 "~%Setting production impact belief ~A to ~A owing to 
advisor." 
;;;                 (prodbelief self) 
;;;                 (content msg)) 
                (setf (prodbelief self) (content msg)))) 
            (if 
              (eq (msg-type msg) 'pret-belief) 
              (progn 
;;;                (format 
;;;                 t 
;;;                 "~%Setting prettyness impact belief ~A to ~A owing to 
advisor." 
;;;                 (pretbelief self) 
;;;                 (content msg)) 
                (setf (pretbelief self) (content msg))))) 
;;; It's from a colleague farming the same type of farm. 
          (if 
            (eq (class-of (farm self)) 
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                (class-of (farm (speaker msg)))) 
            (progn 
;;; Modify my impact beliefs to the average of my belief and the 
;;; product of the speaker's belief, the relative trust I place 
;;; in my colleagues and a factor indicating more trust in those 
;;; who have adopted. 
           (if 
             (eq (msg-type msg) 'poll-belief) 
             (progn 
               (incf (pollbelief self) 
                     (* (- (content msg) (pollbelief self)) 
                        *trust-in-colleagues* 
                        (if 
                          (adopted (speaker msg)) 
                          *adopted-reliability* 1))) 
;;;               (format 
;;;                t 
;;;                "~%Setting pollution impact belief ~A to ~A owing to 
colleague." 
;;;                (pollbelief self) 
;;;                (content msg)) 
               )) 
           (if 
             (eq (msg-type msg) 'prod-belief) 
             (progn 
               (incf (prodbelief self) 
                     (* (- (content msg) (prodbelief self)) 
                        *trust-in-colleagues* 
                        (if 
                          (adopted (speaker msg)) 
                        *adopted-reliability* 1))) 
;;;               (format 
;;;                t 
;;;                "~%Setting production impact belief ~A to ~A owing to 
colleague." 
;;;                (prodbelief self) 
;;;                (content msg)) 
               )) 
           (if 
             (eq (msg-type msg) 'pret-belief) 
             (progn 
               (incf (pretbelief self) 
                     (* (- (content msg) (pretbelief self)) 
                        *trust-in-colleagues* 
                        (if 
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                          (adopted (speaker msg)) 
                          *adopted-reliability* 1))) 
;;;               (format 
;;;                t 
;;;                "~%Setting prettyness impact belief ~A to ~A owing to 
colleague." 
;;;                (pollbelief self) 
;;;                (content msg)) 
               ))))))) 
;;; If these operations have put the bias outside legal range, correct. 
  (if (> (bias self) *max-bias*) 
    (setf (bias self) *max-bias*)) 
  (if (< (bias self) (- *max-bias*)) 
    (setf (bias self) (- *max-bias*)))) 
;;; I've processed the messages, so throw them away. 
  (setf (msg-buffer self) nil)) 
 
(defMethod think ((self farmer) step) 
  "Decide whether, given my values of bias and belief, 
   I should adopt or deadopt." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling think.") 
;;;  (format t "~%Bias: ~A" (bias self)) 
;;;  (format t "~%Threshold 1: ~A" *threshold-1*) 
;;;  (format t "~%Adoption benefit: ~A" (adoption-benefit self)) 
;;;  (format t "~%Threshold 2: ~A" *threshold-2*) 
;;;  (format t "~%Real benefit: ~A" (real-benefit self)) 
;;; Fudge for one-off motivation boost. 
;;;  (if 
;;;    (and 
;;;     (> 50 (random 100)) 
;;;     (eql step 100)) 
;;;    (incf (bias self) 2)) 
  (if 
    (and 
     (adopted self) 
     (< (adoption-benefit self) *threshold-2*) 
     (>= (- step (atime self)) *length-of-contract*)) 
    (deadopt self)) 
  (when 
;;; If the farmer is enthusiastic (bias greater than 
;;; *threshold-1*). 
    (> (bias self) *threshold-1*) 
    (when 
;;; If they have not already adopted and the measure is 
;;; profitable enough (belief exceeds *threshold-2*), adopt. 
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      (and (> (adoption-benefit self) *threshold-2*) 
           (not (adopted self))) 
      (adopt self step)) 
;;; If, on calculation, the measure proves very unprofitable, 
;;; reduce the bias by *disfactor*, reflecting disappointment 
;;; at the wasted effort. 
    (when 
      (< (adoption-benefit self) *threshold-3*) 
      (decf (bias self) *disfactor*) 
      (setf (depressed self) t)) 
;;; Because the range of possible biases is fixed, disappointments 
;;; which take the farmers value below the minimum are set to the 
;;; minimum. 
  (if 
    (< (bias self) (- *max-bias*)) 
    (format t "~%WARNING: Bias needs correcting: ~A" 
            (bias self))) 
  (if 
    (< (bias self) (- *max-bias*)) 
    (setf (bias self) (- *max-bias*))))) 
 
(defMethod speak ((self farmer)) 
  "Send messages to a sample of my friends, acquaintances 
   and colleagues." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling speak.") 
;;; Send messages about the level of my bias to friends and 
;;; acquaintances. 
;;;  (format t "~%~A speaking to friends." self) 
  (dolist (friend (friends self)) 
    (when (< (random 100) *speaking-to-friends-percentage*) 
;;;      (format t "~%Friends: ~A" (friends self)) 
;;;      (format t "~%Friend: ~A" friend) 
      (tell self friend 'bias-message (bias self)))) 
;;;  (format t "~%Speaking to acquaintances.") 
  (dolist (acquaint (acquaints self)) 
    (when (< (random 100) *speaking-to-acquaints-percentage*) 
      (tell self acquaint 'bias-message (bias self)))) 
;;; Send messages about belief to colleagues. 
;;;  (format t "~%Speaking to colleagues.") 
  (dolist (colleague (colleagues self)) 
    (when (< (random 100) *speaking-to-colleagues-percentage*) 
;;; Farmers may "talk about" one or more aspects of the measure 
;;; in a single conversation. 
      (progn 
        (if (> 33 (random 100)) 
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          (tell self colleague 'prod-belief-message (prodbelief self))) 
        (if (> 33 (random 100)) 
          (tell self colleague 'poll-belief-message (pollbelief self))) 
        (if (> 33 (random 100)) 
          (tell self colleague 'pret-belief-message (pretbelief self))))))) 
 
(defMethod tell ((self farmer) hearer msg-type content) 
  "Transmit a bias or belief message to the hearer." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling tell.") 
  (let ((previous-speech-to-hearer 
         (gethash hearer (memory self)))) 
;;;    (format t "~%Calling tell: ~A ~A ~A ~A" 
;;;            self hearer msg-type content) 
;;;    (format t "~%Previous speech to hearer: ~A" 
;;;            previous-speech-to-hearer) 
;;; Messages are only sent if the recipient has not received 
;;; an identical message in the previous period. 
    (if 
      (or 
       (eq previous-speech-to-hearer nil) 
       (/= previous-speech-to-hearer content)) 
      (progn 
        (push (make-instance msg-type 
                :speaker self 
                :content content) 
              (msg-buffer hearer)) 
;;; Remember that I have sent this message, so that it is not 
;;; repeated. 
        (setf (gethash hearer (memory self)) content) 
;;;        (format t "~%New Memory: ~A" 
;;;                (gethash hearer (memory self))) 
        )))) 
 
(defMethod deadopt ((self farmer)) 
;;; Farmers who deadopt continue to be influential in "knowing 
;;; what they are talking about". 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling deadopt.") 
  (setf (adopted self) nil) 
  (format t "~%Farmer ~A deadopting." (id self))) 
 
(defMethod adopt ((self farmer) step) 
  "Note that I have now adopted and set belief in the benefit 
   of adoption to the 'true' value." 
;;;  (format t "~%Calling adopt.") 
  (setf (adopted self) t) 
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  (setf (atime self) step) 
  (format t "~%Farmer ~D has adopted." (id self)) 
;;; If belief is more than three times greater than expectation, 
;;; increase bias. 
  (if 
    (< 
     (* 3 (adoption-benefit self)) 
     (real-benefit self)) 
    (progn 
      (incf (bias self) 5) 
      (setf (impressed self) t))) 
;;; If belief is less than a third of expectation, reduce bias. 
  (if 
    (> (/ 3 (adoption-benefit self)) 
       (real-benefit self)) 
    (progn 
      (decf (bias self) 5) 
      (setf (depressed self) t))) 
  (setf (prodbelief self) 
        (prodimp (farm self))) 
  (setf (pollbelief self) 
        (pollimp (farm self))) 
  (setf (pretbelief self) 
        (pretimp (farm self))) 
;;; If biases are outside permitted range, correct. 
  (if 
    (> (bias self) *max-bias*) 
    (setf (bias self) *max-bias*)) 
  (if 
    (< (bias self) (- *max-bias*)) 
    (setf (bias self) (- *max-bias*)))) 
 
;;; While macro taken from Graham page 114. 
 
(defmacro while (test &rest body) 
  `(do () 
       ((not ,test)) 
     ,@body)) 
 
(defun pick-farm (advisor country size) 
  "Pick a farm at random repeatedly till you find one that 
   has not already been visited by the advisor." 
  (if 
    (> (length (visited advisor)) (/ (* size size 3) 4)) 
    (format t "~%WARNING: Advisor has visited 75% of farms")) 
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;;;  (format t "~%Farmers visited: ~A" (visited advisor)) 
  (if 
    (eql (visited advisor) nil) 
    (setf farm-to-advise 
          (farm-at country (random size) (random size))) 
    (while 
      (member (id (farmer farm-to-advise)) (visited advisor)) 
      (setf farm-to-advise 
            (farm-at country (random size) (random size))) 
;;;      (format t "~%Farm to advise: ~A" (id (farmer farm-to-advise))) 
      )) 
  (push (id (farmer farm-to-advise)) (visited advisor)) 
  ;;;  (format t "~%Advisors visited list: ~A" (visited advisor)) 
  (values farm-to-advise)) 
 
(defMethod do-step ((self advisor) step) 
  "Carry out one step of being an advisor: find a farmer and 
   tell him about the benefits of adoption." 
  (let* ((country (world self)) 
         (size (size country)) 
;;; Choose a farm at random or choose one not visited. 
;;;         (farm-to-advise (farm-at country (random size) (random size))) 
         (farm-to-advise (pick-farm self country size)) 
         ) 
;;; Send a message to the farmer about the impacts of adoption 
;;; (distorted by a fudge factor). 
    (if 
      (< 33 (random 100)) 
      (push (make-instance 'poll-belief-message :speaker self 
                           :content (* 
                                     (pollimp farm-to-advise) 
                                     (random-normal 
                                      *advisor-mean-misperception* 
                                      *advisor-var-misperception*))) 
            (msg-buffer (farmer farm-to-advise)))) 
    (if 
      (< 33 (random 100)) 
      (push (make-instance 'prod-belief-message :speaker self 
                           :content (* 
                                     (prodimp farm-to-advise) 
                                     (random-normal 
                                      *advisor-mean-misperception* 
                                      *advisor-var-misperception*))) 
            (msg-buffer (farmer farm-to-advise)))) 
    (if 
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      (< 33 (random 100)) 
      (push (make-instance 'pret-belief-message :speaker self 
                           :content (* 
                                     (pretimp farm-to-advise) 
                                     (random-normal 
                                      *advisor-mean-misperception* 
                                      *advisor-var-misperception*))) 
            (msg-buffer (farmer farm-to-advise)))))) 
 
(defun int-random-normal (mean variance) 
  "Return integer drawn from normal distribution with given 
   mean and variance." 
  (declare (float mean variance)) 
  (ceiling (random-normal mean variance))) 
 
(defun random-normal (mean variance) 
  "Return float drawn from normal distribution with given mean 
   and variance: depends on central limit theorem." 
  (declare (single-float mean variance)) 
  (let ((sum 0)) 
    (declare (fixnum sum) (optimize (speed 3) (safety 0))) 
;;; Approximate a float with a fixnum because random is much faster 
;;; on fixnums. 
    (dotimes (n 12) 
      (incf sum (random most-positive-fixnum))) 
    (- mean (* variance (- (/ sum most-positive-fixnum) 6.0))))) 
 
(defMethod show-country ((self country) type) 
  "Display the country grid in 3D, with vertical dimension 
   measuring the TYPE attribute of farmers." 
  (let ((grid-chart (make-instance 'chart-window                    
                      :window-title 
                      (format nil "Country ~A" 
                              (string-downcase type)) 
                      :base-color *white-color*        
                      :initial-rotation '((X 2.0) (Y -0.7))))) 
;;; Find maximum and minimum of vertical variable, so it can be 
;;; rebased to zero.    
    (let ((max most-negative-single-float)      
          (min most-positive-single-float))           
      (dotimes (x (size self))       
        (dotimes (y (size self))       
          (let* ((farmer (farmer (farm-at self x y)))            
                 (height (funcall type farmer)))         
            (setf max (max max height))          
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            (setf min (min min height)))))    
;;; Now create the grid cells. 
      (dotimes (x (size self))  
        (dotimes (y (size self))      
          (let* ((farmer (farmer (farm-at self x y)))             
                 (height (funcall type farmer))) 
;;;            (format t "~% min ~A max ~A height ~A" 
;;;                    min max height)        
            (add-gridcell grid-chart x 1 y 1 0 
                          height 
;;;                          (- height min)                  
                          :color (if (adopted farmer) 
                                   *green-color* 
                                   *yellow-color*))))) 
;;; Put an invisible mark five times higher than the highest box. 
;;; This has the effect of making the vertical scale look appropriate 
;;; since the chart package tries to make its charts as cubic as 
;;; possible. 
      (add-mark grid-chart 0 0 :z (* 5.0 (- max min)))    
      (draw grid-chart)))) 
 
(defMethod show-history ((self country) steps) 
  (let ((history-chart (make-instance 'chart-window    
                         :window-title "Adoptions by time"  
                         :2d t :base-color *white-color*)))        
    (multi-line-plot history-chart (loop for time from 1 to steps collect 
time)   
                     (list (coerce (history self) 'list) 
                           (loop for time from 1 to steps collect         
                                 (nth (1- time) (coerce (ihist self) 'list))) 
                           (loop for time from 1 to steps collect         
                                 (nth (1- time) (coerce (dhist self) 'list)))) 
                     :x-variable "Time steps" :y-variable "Adoptions" 
                     :colors (list *red-color* *blue-color* *green-color*) 
                     :thickness 2) 
     (draw history-chart))) 
 
(defun run-model (steps) 
  "Run the model for STEPS steps." 
  (let 
    ((country (make-instance 'country :size 30))) 
    (initialise country 
                '((farmer-cast 900 farmer) 
;;; The number of farmers must equal the grid size squared!          
                  (advisor-cast 10 advisor))) 
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    (activate country steps) 
    (show-country country 'bias) 
    (show-country country 'pollbelief) 
    (show-country country 'prodbelief) 
    (show-country country 'pretbelief) 
    (show-history country steps)   
    country)) 
 
(run-model 200) 
 


